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It all began
with fire.

Since the dawn of
man...
…our prehistoric ancestors used fire to keep
warm, to cook, and to tell stories around. The
ability to control fire has been an important part
of human evolution and it was likely around the
fire that we developed our language and shared
our experiences. With that in mind, is it any
wonder that fire still fascinates us and gives us an
inner calm?
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The Vauni Story
”Why isn’t there a fireplace that is
beautiful to look at, flueless, ecofriendly and simple to install and
use?” Sören Sjölander (professor
emeritus of innovation engineering
at Chalmers University of
Technology) asked himself when
moving from a house to an
apartment and discovering that he
couldn’t install a traditional woodburning fireplace.

But that wasn’t enough for us. Safety is, of
course, everything when you are designing
with fire – your own safety and that of the
planet. Only the safest solutions on the
market are incorporated into our designs.
Vauni’s burners actually absorb the fuel and
keep it in place. Bioethanol is slow to burn
off because only the fuel vapours burn,
meaning Vauni’s products are ideal for use in
the home and on yachts and houseboats, for
example.
Our bioethanol fireplaces provide heat in a
modern, eco-friendly way. The combustion
process is completely clean and only small
amounts of carbon dioxide and water vapour
are produced – just like in the air we exhale.

If what you want doesn’t already exist, then
you just have to invent it. The first Vauni
prototype was developed with designer
Markus Grip in connection with his degree
project at the Academy of Design and Crafts
at University of Gothenburg. This combined
the best of both worlds: cutting-edge
aesthetics and technical innovation.
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– All materials are chosen
to chime with the fire’s
values and to express
aesthetics, quality and
warmth.

Making fire a living part of your home

The design process

One great advantage of Vauni’s fireplaces is that
they can be positioned exactly where you want.
They come in designs and sizes to suit most
rooms and, because there is no permanent
installation, you can move the fireplace as you
fancy, just like any other piece of furniture.

Designing a fireplace that paraphrases a
traditional wood fire presents a considerable
challenge. That is never to lose sight of the
genuine feelings that a fire inspires – warmth,
harmony and community – during the design
process.

Not to mention how cosy a bedroom becomes
on a damp autumn evening, when all you want to
do is tuck up in front of a fire with a good book.
The heat output is 2 to 3 kW depending on the
model, which is roughly half that of a woodburning fireplace. This produces a pleasant
heat, without making the room too hot. Put
simply, a fireplace adapted for modern houses.

The fireplace naturally makes an attractive focal
point in the living room, where family and
friends gather around the warm glow of the
burning fire. Placed in a large hallway, it creates
a welcoming ambience when guests arrive.

Moreover, our bioethanol fireplaces provide
heat in a safe and environmentally-friendly way.
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We design unique products that communicate
with the user. All materials are chosen to chime
with the fire’s values and to express aesthetics,
quality and warmth. As a result, the fireplaces
are always beautiful, whether a fire is burning
in them or not.

Vauni’s design philosophy is based on the user’s
emotional need for fire. A great deal of care
goes into ensuring that our products are
flexible and appealing to people with a variety
of needs, tastes and lifestyles.

Markus Grip, MFA
Head Designer Vauni
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Made in Sweden

The long and chilly Nordic winter has helped make
the fireplace a natural feature in many homes.
Swedish innovators, including engineers from
Chalmers University of Technology and designers
from HDK – Academy of Design and Crafts at
University of Gothenburg, have devoted a great
deal of time and energy to the development of
Vauni’s fireplaces. As innovators, we also, of course,
have to consider the future – by keeping our
production in Sweden we secure short transport
routes and contribute to a more sustainable society.
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The Vauni spectra

BLACK

WHITE

STELLAR
BLACK

FROZEN
GREY

CRYSTAL
PEARL

NORDIC
RUST

Each product from Vauni has a personality and
unique feel of its own. The right colour, tone and
intensity are needed to invoke the right feel. Then
the right finish has to be chosen to provide lustre.
There’s a lot that has to be just right, in other words,
and that requires time and care.
Our spherical fireplaces Vauni Globe and Vauni
Cupola (wall-mounted) are available in several
different designs. They come in timeless black and
white as well as a carefully selected range of design
colours.
We also work with different materials and colours for
our inserts. For these we offer a choice of darker
Mystic Graphite or lighter Mystic Sand. These are
manufactured by MBJ Design and are made of 100 %
real mortar.
This offers numerous options for choosing a
fireplace that is perfectly suited to your home and
personal preferences. So you can create the home
you deserve.

INSERT:

MYSTIC GRAPHITE

AMETHYST
RED
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INSERT:

MYSTIC SAND

The Vauni collection

Vauni
Globe
As spherical as the name suggests, the
design and size of the popular Vauni
Globe makes it fit into all conceivable
interior styles. Designed for maximum
comfort and safety, the Globe consists
of several smart features and guarantees
a fireplace that will make you yearn for
pleasant fire evenings during winter as
well as summer.
Combine colour, stand and insert to
customize the Globe to your personal
taste. Globe is available in classic black
or white, but also a carefully selected
set of design colours. The insert around
the burner is available in a variety of
finishes. You can choose Cast Iron,
which is a black cast iron finish, or, for a
more exclusive look, moulded concrete
from MBJ Design in two colours: Mystic
Graphite or Mystic Sand. Choose your
Globe on either low or high stand.

COLOURS

STELLAR BLACK

CRYSTAL PEARL

FROZEN GREY

WHITE

AMETHYST RED

BLACK

INSERT
NORDIC RUST

CAST IRON

MYSTIC GRAPHITE

MYSTIC SAND
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Vauni
Cupola
With a hemispherical shape similar to
the Globe and a light-weight aluminium
body, the Vauni Gupola clearly carries
the Vauni identity. Its pioneering design
and smooth wall installation make for an
ideal interior element in the living room,
bedroom or anywhere you’d like a mood
booster.
The classic, clean shape and compact
format ensure that this fireplace perfectly
complements modern interior design
styles. The characteristic profile, in
lightweight aluminium, makes it a unique
interior design feature. Cupola is as easy
to mount on the wall as a flatscreen TV.
Just like Vauni’s other models, Cupola is
flueless and equipped with the market’s
most advanced bioethanol burner – which
burns without smoke, soot or ash. It
produces a pleasant heat and the size of
the flame is infinitely adjustable. The result
is a safe, no-fuss flueless fire.

COLOURS

STELLAR BLACK

CRYSTAL PEARL

FROZEN GREY

WHITE

AMETHYST RED

BLACK

NORDIC RUST
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Vauni
Divider

DESIGNS

Optimized for full flexibility, the Vauni
Divider enhances any room with an
exclusive feeling and a warm
atmosphere. Its clean glass shapes give
the impression of an art installation, and
the mobility makes it fun to try out new
refurnishments. As easy to use as the
simplicity of the design, the Divider is a
necessity for the fireplace-lover.

STAINLESS

Divider is equipped with the market’s
most advanced bioethanol burner – which
burns without smoke, soot or ash. It
produces a pleasant heat and the size of
the flame is infinitely adjustable. Divider
is available in three different designs:
A black base with a brushed stainless
steel top or, for a more exclusive look,
a brushed stainless steel base with a
moulded concrete top from MBJ Design
in two colours: Mystic Graphite or
Mystic Sand.

MYSTIC GRAPHITE

MYSTIC SAND
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Vauni
Edge

COLOURS

Regarded as one of the world’s flattest
fireplaces, the Vauni Edge looks like it’s
built into the wall. The typical
Scandinavian design adds a timeless,
sleek look to your home, while not taking
up any space on the floor. With Edge you
get a modern and simple fireplace that
complements your home, regardless of
the interior style. Order your Edge in
classic black or white, or for an extra
sophisticated look: stainless steel.

BLACK

Thanks to the low temperature behind
the heat source and easy installation,
Edge can be mounted on all types of rigid
wall. Its slim design makes the fireplace
look as if it has been built into the wall.

WHITE

STAINLESS
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Vauni
Shadow

COLOURS

The Vauni Shadow fireplace is
characterized by pure, elementary lines
and a glass front which serves as
protection for children and pets. The
yellow flames get a greater contrast
thanks to the dark background, and
provide a calming heat source for loved
ones. Shadow incorporates all features
that are typical of Vauni products – it´s
flueless, safe, elegant and practical.
Order your Shadow in classic black, or
white for a more stylized look.

BLACK

The safety glass front lends Shadow an
elegant appearance. It is also a practical
feature, as it protects the fireplace but
can easily be opened to access the
burner. Thanks to the low temperature
behind the heat source and easy
installation, Shadow can be mounted on
all types of rigid wall. Its slim design
makes the fireplace look as if it has been
built into the wall.

WHITE
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Vauni
Re:burn &
Re:build

RE:BURN

DESIGNS

Vauni’s bioethanol burners are the ideal
solution for when you want to design
your own fireplace, and they give you the
freedom to update it when necessary or
when inspiration strikes. Two models are
available, Re:burn and Re:build, which
both come in two sizes.

RE:BUILD 315 MM

RE:BUILD
Re:build is designed for embedding in
fireproof materials such as brick or
stone. This burner has a minimalist
design, where the fire itself takes centre
stage. If you want a truly grand result,
you can place multiple Re:build burners
next to one another.

RE:BUILD 405 MM

RE:BUILD

RE:BURN
Re:burn can easily be placed in existing
fireplaces, and is ideal when you have a
tiled stove but want to avoid the hassle of
firewood and soot. The advantage of
Re:burn is that it is a very flexible
product, and is just as easy to move
around and reposition as a chair. You can
place it in your tiled stove during the dark
winter months, and then move it out onto
the patio in the summer!

RE:BURN 410 MM

RE:BURN 185 MM
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RE:BURN

Vauni
Biofuel

PREMIUM

SUPREME

Ecoflame Supreme is our brand new
fireplace fuel and, as its name suggests,
is superior to any other. We have
developed Ecoflame Supreme in
response to the various wishes of
customers to fill the gap in the market
for a really odourless fireplace fuel.
Ecoflame Supreme is the most
advanced fireplace fuel in the market
today and is our contribution to try
to meet the exacting demands of
customers. Quite simply, it is a
superior fireplace fuel.

Vauni’s flueless fireplaces are fueled
with high-quality bio ethanol which is
a modern, simple and climate-friendly
way to enjoy a fire in your home. Our
fireplace fuels in the Ecoflame series
are of the highest quality available in
the market today and are totally soot
and ash free. Ecoflame Premium
burns longer and produces beautiful,
lively flames. Ecoflame Premium is, of
course, environmentally-friendly,
biodegradable and 100 % renewable.

Vauni Ecoflame biofuel is currently only sold
in Sweden. Products of a similar quality are
usually available in most markets. It is
normally possible to purchase these from
specialist online stores as well as DIY stores
and larger supermarkets. If you are unsure
which fuel or grade of fuel you require,
always ask the advice of the staff at the store
or contact us.
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Why Vauni
Swedish
innovation and
manufacturing Simple
In Sweden, dark winter evenings and
chilly nights have given us a very
special relationship with the
fireplace. Vauni’s fireplaces are the
result of close collaboration between
Swedish designers and innovators
from the Academy of Design and
Crafts and Chalmers University of
Technology in Gothenburg. As
innovators, we also, of course, have
to consider the future – by keeping
our production in Sweden we secure
short transport routes and contribute
to a more sustainable society.

Heat

The easiest way to light a fire. It has
never been easier to have a fireplace
at home. User-friendliness is one of
the biggest advantages associated
with this flueless technology. All
you need to do is add bioethanol,
light the fire and adjust the flames.
Extinguish! Forget ash, soot,
smoke and having to bring in wood.
No fuss, just pleasant heat.

Vauni’s fireplaces are flueless and run
on pure bioethanol. This means that
the energy supplied goes straight
into the room in the form of a
pleasant heat, instead of being lost
up the chimney as is the case with
conventional wood-burning
fireplaces. The heat output is 2-3 kW
depending on the model, which is
roughly half that of a wood-burning
fireplace. This produces a pleasant
heat, without making the room too
hot. Put simply, a fireplace adapted
for modern homes.

Safe and
secure
When we design a fireplace, we start
with the best solutions. And when it
comes to construction, we incorporate
the safest solutions on the market. Our
aim is for you to have a safe fireplace
with optimal functionality. Our
bioethanol burners have unique
features in terms of function and
safety. You will also appreciate the
flame’s soft-start function, the heat it
produces, and its light intensity.
Naturally, all our products are
certified and type approved by KIWA.

Economy

Ecofriendly

A fireplace to count on. If you are
considering getting a fireplace at
home, Vauni is one of the most
cost-effective solutions on the
market. The biggest saving is that
you don’t need costly chimney or
flue installation. Thanks to the
energy-efficient technology used,
the running costs are also
advantageous compared with using
gas or purchased wood.

Our bioethanol fireplaces provide
heat in a modern, ecofriendly way.
This means that the combustion
process is completely clean, and only
small amounts of carbon dioxide and
water vapour are produced – just
like in our exhaled air. That is why
Vauni does not require a chimney or
flue and why you can put the fireplace
in any room you want. Our own fuel
Vauni Ecoflame is optimised for
bioethanol burners. In addition, it is
odour neutral, biodegradable and
100 % renewable.

• The total cost (purchase and
installation) is lowest for bioethanol,
followed by wood and gas.
• The running costs for wood and
bioethanol are very similar, while
gas is most expensive.
• There are also maintenance costs,
such as chimney sweeping, to
consider with wood and gas.
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Weight: from 40 kg

Weight: 34 kg

Effect: 2 kW (max)

Effect: 2 kW

Warming capacity: more than 20 m2

Warming capacity: more than 20 m2

Shadow

900

Fuel tank volume: 2 litres
Burning time: min 5 h
Fuel consumption: ca 0,4 litres per h

600

Min room volume: 40 m3

Fuel tank volume: 1,8 litres
Burning time: min 4 h
170

Fuel consumption: ca 0,4 litres per h

580

950

Min room volume: 32 m3

Min floor area: 17 m2

Min floor area: 13 m2

Dimensions (Ø×d): 810×350 mm

Re:burn
Ø 810

Warming capacity: more than 20 m2
Fuel tank volume: 2 litres
Burning time: min 5 h
Fuel consumption: ca 0,4 litres per h

350

Min room volume: 40 m3
Min floor area: 17 m2
Dimensions (w×h×d): 950×750×380 mm

Dimensions (w×h×d):

185×68×250 mm

410×90×220 mm

Weight:

4 kg

6 kg

Effect:

2 kW

3 kW

Fuel tank volume:

1,8 litres

3 litres

Burning time:

min 5 h

min 5 h

Fuel consumption:

ca 0,4 litres per h

ca 0,5 litres per h

Min room volume:

32 m3

48 m3

Min floor area:

13 m2

20 m2

Dimensions (w×h×d):

315×80×220 mm

405×80×220 mm

Mounting holes (w×d):

298×202 mm

388×20 mm

Weight:

4 kg

6 kg

Effect:

2 kW

3 kW

Fuel tank volume:

2 litres

3 litres

Burning time:

min 5 h

min 5 h

Fuel consumption:

ca 0,4 litres per h

ca 0,5 litres per h

Min room volume:

40 m3

48 m3

Min floor area:

17 m2

20 m2

90

Effect: 2 kW (max)

68

Weight: 28 kg

Cupola

550

Dimensions (w×h×d): 950×550×170 mm

610

Globe

Dimensions (w×h×d): 600×610×580 mm / 600×900×580 mm

185

410

250

220

Weight: from 55 kg
Effect: 3 kW
750

Fuel tank volume: 3 litres
Fuel consumption: ca 0,5 litres per h

380

950

Min room volume: 48 m3
Min floor area: 20 m2
Dimensions (w×h×d): 950×550×160 mm
Weight: 34 kg
Effect: 2 kW
550

Edge

Warming capacity: more than 20 m2
Fuel tank volume: 1,8 litres
Burning time: min 4 h
Fuel consumption: ca 0,4 litres per h

160

950

Min room volume: 32 m3
Min floor area: 13 m2

34

35

80

Re:build

Burning time: min 5 h

80

Divider

Warming capacity: more than 20 m2

292
315

382
405

196
220

196
220

For online store and nearest showroom
vauni.com | contact@vauni.com

